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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Glad to be here. I am Glen Mcaninch from the Kentucky Department for libraries and archives. Ask about preference to cover more extensively the GeoMAPP grant or geospatial records in the e-archive at the Kentucky Department for Libraries and archives.How many have at least a basic understanding of geospatial records?  How many have used or created a some kind of electronic map? 



GeoMAPP Project Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First I will provide you an over view of the GeoMAPP project and the granting agency.Mention the brochure and bookmark hand out.



Mission: To ensure access over 
time to a rich body of digital 
content through the 
establishment of a national 
network of partners committed 
to selecting, collecting and 
preserving at-risk digital 
information

•Learn By Doing
•Catalyze Activity
•Support Collaboration
•Break Down Boundaries

Library of Congress National Digital Information 
Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP)

Digitalpreservation.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2000, Congress authorized $100 million to be directed to the Library of Congress for “a major undertaking to develop standards and a nationwide collecting strategy to build a national repository of digital materials”  As a result, the National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation Program or NDIIPP was born.After 10 years of sponsoring projects like the ones that will be described today, NDIIPP recently developed the National Digital Stewardship Alliance which seeks to build distributed, networked capacity for digital preservation through long-term stewardship of partners. Various working groups have been active for several moths.  In the middle of an election for the coordinating committee based broadly in government, academia, and private industry.NDIIP outlined this evolving strategy in  Preserving Our Digital Heritage: The NDIIPP 2010 Report  Short history of the 4 state government projects  
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Transforming Archival Processes from storing and Describing 
Paper Maps to Managing and Preserving Geospatial Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Archivist face the challenge or Transforming Archival Processes from storing and Describing Paper Maps (click) to Managing and Preserving Geospatial Records
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Formats and Data Types for Geospatial files

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geospatial records contain numerous layers both image (raster) and data (vector) that can be configured as traditional maps or web applications depending on the information needed to be displayed. Point to graph on the right which shows parcels, streets, and customers in the top vector layers vs the raster image layers showing land usage and elevationNote the difference between raster and vector data sets – volume and ability to easily compare through time Archiving them can be problematic because: 	they are constantly changing 	They come from a variety of sources	And they are high volume records Archivists typically save them through periodic snapshots of complete databases or extracts of specific layers.
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What are the Special Risks to Geospatial 
Information?
 Unique geospatial data formats
 Spatial database complexity
 Fragility and uncertainty                               

surrounding digital cartographic 
representation

 Issues related to time-versioned 
content

 Metadata unavailability or 
inconsistency

 No generally supported content 
packaging design for complex 
geospatial data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary risk to electronic records is represented by the costs associated with the potential loss of critical information. Additionally, failing to identify and preserve electronic records, or identifying it incorrectly due to a lack of processes, standards, guidelines, knowledge, and/or systems, does not absolve the state from the legal requirements surrounding the retention of records. The business risk of the failure to preserve the historic geospatial data may be in the form of legal actions due to an agency’s inability to produce a record during an eDiscovery request. This could result in monetary penalties against the state for the inappropriate retention or destruction of records Semantic issues related to the heterogeneous approaches to dataset and attribute naming, and attribute classification schemesIt is important that researchers in future understand the full content of files and how they were used  as conventions evolve.Issues related to time-versioned contentWhile key geospatial feature data layers such as land records, street centerlines, jurisdictional boundaries, and zoning are constantly changing, current data management practices commonly involve the overwriting of older versions of data which are then no longer available for historical or trends analysis. No generally supported content packaging design for complex geospatial dataThe grant is exploring with ESRI the most productive way of preserving historic data to facilitate trend analysis
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Who is GeoMAPP? 

North Carolina Center for Geographic 
Information and Analysis (CGIA)
North Carolina State Archives
NC State University Libraries

Kentucky Department of            
Libraries and Archives (KDLA)
Kentucky Division of Geographic 
Information (DGI)
Kentucky State University

Montana State Library

Utah Automated Geographic Reference 
Center (AGRC)
Utah State Archives

14 Informational Partners: 
AZ, DC, GA, IL, KS, ME, MD, MN, MS, MO, NY, TX, WI, WY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many states with different roles and the full partners combined the expertise of archives GIS clearinghouses and university staff. 
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GeoMAPP Focus Areas

Technical explorations: 
file formats 
metadata 
data packaging
storage solutions
long term preservation techniques 

Improving access to archived data

Business planning for sustainable 
archives

GIS Clearinghouses, Archivists and the data 
creator community

rainydaymagazine.com

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:4x_rifle_scope.jpg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GEOMAPP is working on white papers or spreadsheets to cover most of these focus areas. The plan is to put the deliverables associated with these focus areas on the GeoMAPP web site when they have been completed. 



What We’ve Learned
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Geoarchiving Process Lifecycle

http://www.louielouie.ne
t

1.Establishing key relationships
2.Inventory
3.Appraise
4.Data Preparation
5.Transfer
6.Ingest 
7.Preservation
8.Access
9.Business planning for sustainability

http://www.ipcc.ie/lifecycle.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each of these archival process take on new challenges when applied to geospatial records:Establishing key relationships – the help of GIS authorities are more important to archiving than any other data creatorInventory – some records can be scattered through the stateAppraise – requires new paradigmsData Preparation - Transfer – methods that assure a clean transfer of all the informationIngest – ID viruses and validate the formatPreservation – a system that checks integrity among copies on various types of mediaAccess – can be difficult to integrate with other electronic recordsBusiness planning for sustainability – Be care not to bite off more than you can chew
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Appraisal of Dynamic Geospatial Data
 Traditional appraisal applied to images & databases

 Identifying & describing “official record” 
 Creator of record (Agency: State, federal and local) 
 Content of record (System outputs or whole system)
 Access restrictions and copies of records

 Setting retention 
 (Based on values: administrative, historical, research etc.)

 Non-traditional factors in GIS records management
 Inventory of data by GIS category/theme and layer
 Point of capture selection
 Frequency of capture determined 
 Determining format for preservation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Traditional appraisal applied to images & databasesIdentifying “official record” Creator of record (State, federal and local) - often created by one and used by all 3. At the state level, multiple agencies contributeContent of record (System outputs or whole system) – static maps are often produced , but a system has raster (images) and vector (database) components and geospatial data is grouped in themes/categories and in layers under that.  Portions of a system can be output to downloadable shape files or accessed through web services which can be partial re-configured by the user.Access restrictions- Although not usually an appraisal criteria, when layers are restricted they need to be identified separately  Setting retention - (Based on values: administrative, historical, research etc.) – maps have generally been appraised as permanent & nearly all Non-traditional factors in GIS records managementInventory of data by GIS category rather than by agency – Ky links data to existing agency records seriesPoint of capture selection – Best to have a centralized point, but not all is provided to the state centralized systemFrequency of capture determined - how often to create a snapshot – disposition statementDetermining format for preservation – PDF, shape files and/or ESRI databases (we are told that shape files may not be the future for ESRI, the dominant company in the industry
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Metadata Makes it Last Longer 

Key FGDC CSDGM fields for preservation
Citation Info, Abstract, Purpose, Time Period, Theme & Place 
Keywords, Access/Use, Contact Info, Source/ Process Step Info, 
Projection/ Coordinate Info

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most of the metadata associated with a geospatial record is generated by the records creator following standards established by Federal GIS practitioners.  Archivists take advantage of this metadata by using it in the description of records in archival catalogs and filling in gaps if there are any.   
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Format Matters
 Sustainability factors
 Is the data format open or proprietary?
 Vendor support lifecycle and documentation
 Data packaging

 Selecting the right format for long term use/ 
preservation

 GeoMAPP Format Efforts
 Deliverable: Data Formats Index  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to determine the best way to preserve archived records, the GeoMAPP group studied all geospacial formats including very specialized and less used formats creating a table that identified the following elements for each: File extensions for each format, Description of the dataset, link to the format standard if published, Currency (how recent), Prevalence (how many people are using it), Tools for viewing, Convertibility, Sustainability Issues (Challenges for preservation)
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Leveraging Existing Workflows
 Existing or Emerging Systems to Leverage

 Geospatial Platform
 GIS Inventory powered by Ramona
 GOS/Geodata.gov/Data.gov

 Focusing on Access

 Leverage existing GIS or Archives access solutions 
 GeoMAPP Examples: GeoPortal Toolkit Research; Use of 

ContentDM, Dspace and AXAEM digital repositories; 
 Investigation of free Data consolidation points ArcGIS.com, 

GeoCommons, etc 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Existing or Emerging Systems to Leverage - Centralization benefits preservation.Geospatial PlatformGIS Inventory powered by RamonaGOS/Geodata.gov/Data.govFocusing on AccessLeverage existing GIS or Archives access solutions: GeoMAPP Examples: GeoPortal Toolkit Research; Use of ContentDM, Dspace and AXAEM digital repositories; Investigation of free Data consolidation points ArcGIS.com, GeoCommons, etc 



Ongoing Challenges
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Ongoing Preservation Challenges
 Capturing Dynamic Data

 Database versioning/ Archiving
 Periodic snapshots

 Dealing with Project files
 Managing the “package”
 Interrelationships
 Diverse files
 Documentation

 Web Apps
 Ephemeral data
 Web services
 Capture at the source or tackling the mash up?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ongoing Preservation ChallengesCapturing Dynamic DataDatabase versioning/ Archiving – ESRI propriety software that most state government use Periodic snapshots of the vector data.  Deciding how oftenDealing with Project filesManaging the “package”InterrelationshipsDiverse filesDocumentationWeb AppsEphemeral dataWeb servicesCapture at the source or tackling the mash up?
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GeoMAPP Deliverables
Also available or coming soon at: 

http://www.geomapp.net/documents.htm

 Interim Report: (GeoMAPP 2007-2010)
 Geoarchiving self-assessment
 Business Case Documentation
 Utilizing Geospatial Metadata in Preservation Practices
 Geodatabase Investigation
 Data Transfer Documentation
 State record retention schedules for geospatial data
 FGDC and Dublin Core metadata comparison
 NSGIC/CoSA/NAGARA/State/Local government Geo-Archival 

Practices Surveys
 …and much much more.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GeoMAPP DeliverablesInterim Report: (GeoMAPP 2007-2010)Geoarchiving self-assessmentBusiness Case DocumentationUtilizing Geospatial Metadata in Preservation PracticesGeodatabase InvestigationData Transfer DocumentationState record retention schedules for geospatial dataFGDC and Dublin Core metadata comparisonNSGIC/CoSA/NAGARA/State/Local government Geo-Archival Practices Surveys



Access to and Examples of 
Files in the KDLA e-archives

Http:kdla.ky.gov/records/e-archives/
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Ice Storm 2009 – Project Files Example 

Lt Governor’s Office request for simple maps

• National Guard and EOC request maps showing Electric, Water and 
Sewer Outages

• EOC Receives imagery and requests assistance

• National Guard requests BWA map

• EOC requests Debris Removal Site map

Request for assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
5 imagery sets, 75 GB total, loaded into SDE in 24 hour time period.
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• DOW provided Excel spreadsheet in report format

• Required ½ hour to reformat for ArcGIS

• Joined Excel table with SDE waterline or sewerline layer and 
exported affected systems

• Load new layer into SDE

• Update map and services

• 12 Updates spanning from 1/29/2009 to 2/16/2009 (once a day)

Ice Storm 2009

Water and Sewer Data
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http:geocommons.com
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Questions?

http://www.insidesocal.com/tomhoffarth/27640~No-Stupid-Questions-Posters.jpg
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http://imagecache2.allposters.com/

Thanks!



Glen McAninch

 glen.mcaninch@ky.gov
 Kentucky Department for Libraries and 

Archives

Follow us on the web Facebook and Twitter!

WW.geomapp.net

mailto:glen.mcaninch@ky.gov�
http://www.geomapp.net/�
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